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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0504836A1] The mill container (12) of an agitator mill contains a milling space (18) which can be filled at least partially with milling bodies
(50) and material (52) for milling and has an inlet (28) for material for milling and an outlet (30) for milled material. The associated agitator shaft (22)
has an inner shaft end (38) arranged in the milling space (18) and contains a cavity (40) which is open at the end side of the inner shaft end (38)
so that milling bodies (50) and material (52) for milling can flow into it at the end. The agitator shaft (22) has outlet openings (46) round the cavity
(40), said openings allowing milling bodies (50) which have passed through the inner shaft end (38) into the cavity (40) to flow back into the milling
space (18). In a central region of the cavity (40), a separating device (42) is arranged which allows finished ground material (52) to flow out of the
milling space (18) to the outlet (30) for milled material, but retains milling bodies (50). The cavity (40) is divided inside the agitator shaft (22) into an
inner zone (70) and an outer zone (72) by means of an intermediate cage (60) which is arranged on the same axis as the separating device (42)
all around the latter and is driven in rotation. Between the inner shaft end (38) and the separating device (42) a deflector (54) is arranged which
prevents milling bodies (50) and material (52) for milling flowing axially directly into the inner zone (70). <IMAGE>
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